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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Developing entrepreneurial capacity in private and public sector enterprises should become a matter
of top priority for African countries. Indeed, the significance of building entrepreneurial capacity has been
given due attention in strategies and programmes for economic transformation in the region. But the
renewed emphasis on this subject is predicated on the fact that the African countries are lagging behind
industrialized and other third world countries in responding to the challenges of increasing globalization
of investment and production and intense competition in trade and finance. To this extent, this document
represents a timely effort to identify the key elements of an actionable agenda to foster and utilize
entrepreneurial capacity in the region.

The document is divided into four main sections. First, it reviews the state of entrepreneurial
capacity in the region. It is revealed that there are significant gaps in this capacity as a result of both
colonial policies which did not actively encourage the evolution of indigenous entrepreneurial capacities
and post-independence policies of using public enterprises for major investments. Yet in spite of such
polices, a significant degree of entrepreneurial expansion did occur after independence in countries with
mixed economies.

Second, the general and specific constraints on existing and potential entrepreneurial capacity are
examined. Among the general constraints are political instability, lack of business confidence due to poor
management of national economies, an unhelpful civil service bureaucracy, poor infrastructure, and
uncoordinated polices on business promotion and development. Specific constraints - which apply to
informal sector micro-enterprises, small- and intermediate-scale enterprises, large-scale enterprises, and
public enterprises - are also identified. But for these constraints, the rate of utilization of existing and
potential entrepreneurial capacity in private and public enterprises would have been greater.

Third, a number of recommendations for promoting entrepreneurship in the region are distilled
from the discussion in the first two sections. Taken together, these recommendations constitute an
actionable agenda for fostering entrepreneurial capacity in the region. In addition to recommendations
which apply to specific levels of entrepreneurial activity, general recommendations which apply across the
board are also made. The latter include better conflict management to promote political stability;
competent economic management; stronger civil service capacity for policy analysis, coordination and
consultation; and better mobilization of resources through efforts to make the whole range of financial
institutions efficient, competitive and solvent.

Finally, the document identifies modalities for implementing the actionable agenda at the local,
national and regional levels. The role which Africa's external development partners could play, both as
investors and in supporting the building of entrepreneurial capacity, is also identified.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Developing entrepreneurial capacity in private and public sector enterprises should become a matter of
top priority on the development agenda of African countries for the remaining years of the 19908 and the
ensuing years of the twenty-first century. Indeed. it will be recalled that a little more than three decades ago,
these countries identified, defined and acknowledged entrepreneurship as one of the crucial prerequisites for
sustained social and economic development. The significance and directions of entrepreneurial development has
been chronicled in seminal documents such as the Lagos Plan of Action (LPA)(1980) and Final Act of Lagos
(pAL) for the Implementation of the Monrovia Strategy for the Economic Development of Africa (1980);
Africa's Priority Programme for Economic Recovery, 1986-1990 (APPER)(1986); the. United Nations
Programme of Action for African Economic Recovery and Development, 1986-1990 (UN-PAAERD)(1986); the
African Alternative Framework to Structural Adjustment Programmes for Socio-economic Recovery and
Transformation (AAF-SAP)(1989); the African Charter for Popular Participation in Development and
Transformation (1990); the Treaty establishing the African Economic Community (Abuja Treaty, 1991); the
United Nations New Agenda for the Development of Africa in the 1990s (UN-NADAF)(199I); and the Strategic
Agenda for Development Management in Africa in the 1990s (1993).

2. The current emphasis on fostering entrepreneurial capacity is predicated on the fact that African countries
are lagging behind industrialized and other third world countries in the availability of appropriate entrepreneurial
capacities for accelerated growth and development and in responding to the challenges of increased globalization
of investment and production and intense competition in trade and finance. To the extent that the serious lack
of entrepreneurial capacity in private and public sector enterprises has posed a serious constraint on the prospects
for sustained long-term growth and development in Africa and the ability of the continent to respond effectively
to these global trends, this document identifies the key elements of an actionable agenda to foster and utilize
entrepreneurial capacity in the region.

3. This document builds primarily upon recent work on entrepreneurship undertaken at ECA.' It further
draws upon the voluminous literature on the subject of several international development agencies with an
interest in promoting different levels of entrepreneurship. These agencies include the International Labour
Organization (lLO),' the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP),' the World Bank: the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (DECO)' and other African development partners
such as the Aga Khan Foundation." Perspectives from the political economy of African entrepreneurship are
introduced" and reference is also-made to the general' and comparative literature! In drawing upon all these
sources, this document is intended to present to the Conference as concisely as possible policy-oriented priorities
for action to strengthen entrepreneurial capacities in public and private sector enterprises activities in Africa.

4. On this prospectus, this document has four objectives encompassed in four sections as follows:

(a) It reviews the state of entrepreneurial capacity in the region to identify the origins or bases of
existing weaknesses;

(b) It examines the policy, institutional and infrastructural constraints on building and promoting
entrepreneurial activity in the region;

(c) It distills from the discussion in the first two sections a number of practical insights and policy
measures for overcoming the constraints and strengthening entrepreneurial capacity. Taken together, these
recommendations constitute an actionable agenda for fostering entrepreneurial capacity in the region; and
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(d) It outlines the modalities for implementing the actionable agenda. Before turning to this
prospectus, it is necessary to define the concept of entrepreneurship.

5. Most definitions of entrepreneurship, for example Schumpeter's classical characterization,'? emphasize
its creative and innovative aspects. But a distinction can be made between:

(a) The investment facets of entrepreneurship - identifying market opportunities and acting upon
them;

(b) The managerial side - running all aspects of the business once it is established and as it grows:
finance, technology, production, labour relations, marketing, advertising, R&D and so on;" and

(c) The "supply side" factors in terms of supportive policies, appropriate institutional frameworks,
public infrastructure and political stability.

6. The investment side requires a flair or talent to perceive market opportunities and a willingness to take
risks. The management side requires not only leadership and organizational competence but - in today's com
plex world - highly specialized knowledge and experience plus the skill development and training facilities to
generate them. The supply side requires government action at national and regional levels to provide a suppor
tive or enabling environment. Indeed, these different aspects of entrepreneurship constitute the key issues that
must be addressed in examining what should be done to foster and utilize entrepreneurial capacity in the region.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF THE STATE OF ENTREPRENEURIAL CAPACITY IN AFRICA

7. Africans are no less responsive than other people to opportunities to make a profit, increase their
incomes and improve their standard of living and life chances through entrepreneurial ventures.. Yet an assess
ment of the state of entrepreneurship in the region reveals significant gaps in entrepreneurial capacity for the
following reasons:

(a) The pre-independence socio-economic policies of colonial regimes did not actively encourage
the evolution of indigenous entrepreneurial capacities and an indigenous private sector. But there were regional
variations. Only in North Africa did indigenous entrepreneurs (mostly through partnership with settlers from
the Arabian peninsula) have experience in operating large-scale enterprises in virtually all sectors including
industry. In West, East and Southern Africa, indigenous entrepreneurial experience was limited to the operation
of very small businesses especially trading ventures and ownership of real estate - more so in the former than
in the latter subregion. In East and Southern Africa, Africans were marginalized by European and Indian
settlers. Thus, the colonial legacy had profound implications for the accumulated experience of African entre
preneurial capability and, in consequence, the size and scope of ventures indigenes were running;

(b) Some post-colonial regimes especially in such countries as Kenya and Nigeria took steps to
encourage and promote indigenous entrepreneurial ventures, but even in these cases, the colonial legacy was
hard to shake off;

(c) There was continuation after independence of the colonial trend of using the public sector for
major investments in virtually all sectors and to bring about the redistribution of productive assets. In these cir
cumstances, the development of private entrepreneurial cBpacity was neglected;
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(d) Because.of the ideolol;ical orientations of some African countries during the 19608 and 1970s
toward socialism/communism, the private sector and individual initiatives /entrepreneurship were discoural;ed;

(e) In retrospect, the immediate post-colonial regimes in Africa were preoccupied with the political
imperatives ofnation-building andthe enthusiasm of meeting the promised and expected socio-economic benefits
of independence. Entrepreneurial capacity development was then not a priority;

(f) There was also the misconception of entr~reneurshipas comprising employment in trading,
especially petty trading in foreign, including smuggled, goods. This mistaken view of entrepreneurship
apparently continues in many African countries today;

(g) The importance of the informal or self-employment sector as a major source of entr~reneurship
and employment was not recognized by African Governments until very recently. On independence, most
Africans regarded the government State-owned enterprises and large private companies as the only avenues for
employment.

8. For all of these reasons, private indigenous entrepreneurial capacity has remained weak in most African
countries. The gap is most significant in large-scale entrepreneurial ventures in virtually all sectors. Yet, in
spite of this weakness, there is evidence to suggest that a significant degree of indigenous entrepreneurial expan
sion did occur after independence in countries with mixed economies. From operating predominantly small busi
nesses especially in sub-Saharan Africa, many indigenous entrepreneurs have "graduated" to running
intermediate- and large-sized concerns.

9. The database on various aspects of microeconomic behaviour in Africa is notoriously deficient. But in
Ghana, for example, a 1984 official survey recorded 206 wholly Ghanaian-owned enterprises employing a total
of 29,036 workers - an average labour force of 140 persons." In Kenya, official data for 1987 recorded
13,237 private establishments of varying sizes in the formal sector. Foreign-owned enterprises accounted for
only 15.3 per cent of total private sector employment." . In Malawi, the Export Promotion Council had by the
late 1980s registered 108 private firms - more than half of them owned by Malawians - engaged in direct export
ing in 32 product groups." A 1989 estimate of informal sector employment suggests that as much as 59 per
cent of urban labour in Africa is engaged in informal sector activities - in many cases as microentrepreneurs."

10. The responsiveness of Africans to entrepreneurial opportunities is clearly not an issue of doubt. More·
relevant to an agenda for the 1990s is an actionable agenda to remove the constraints on entrepreneurship as
vehicles of value-added, economic diversification, exports and future growth. The reform of the public enter
prise sector is also an important part of this agenda. In addition, there is the critical issue of facilitating the
"graduation" of informal sector business with sound prospects to stable and well-endowed enterprises. An
assessment of current constraints on African entrepreneurial capacity is the focus of the section which follows.

m. CONSTRAINTS ON EXISTING AND POTENTIAL ENTREPRENEURIAL CAPACITY

11. Entrepreneurship - in all its diversity - in Africa provides a dynamic and potentially efficient means of
meeting many of the emerging challenges ofdevelopment in the region including regional economic cooperation.
The question that therefore arises is, quite simply, what is holding African entrepreneurs andforeign investors
back? What ate the constraints on entrepreneurship in the region in the 1990s? What can be done to remove
these constraints? A summary of the main constraints -distilled from a number of studies on this question - is
presented in tables 1 and 2. The former provides a general list of constraints which apply to existing and poten
tial entrepreneurs operating at all levels; the latter applies to specific levels of entrepreneurial activity, namely,
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informal sector microenterprises, and formal sector small-, intermediate - and large-scale enterprises (including
public enterprises). An elaboration and discussion of the two listings follow. Identification of the main elements
of an actionable agenda for removing these constraints, and for fostering and supporting entrepreneurial capacity
is a subject for later discussion in this document.

A. General constraints

12. General constraints on entrepreneurship in contemporary Africa apply to existing and potential entre
preneurs. That is to say, aside from the obstacles posed by these constraints on businesses which are already
in operation, potential investors may be deterred by what is perceived as an unfavourable business climate. An
unfavourable business climate is difficult to define or much more to measure. But it refers to the willingness
of investors and entrepreneurs to risk their capital, time and other resources in the expectation of future returns.
Hence, the business climate is fundamentally a matter of perception of risk. As such it cannot always be
explained by a set of objective conditions. Take the case of political instability in Africa.

13. Political instability can be defined "objectively" in terms of a breakdown in the normal functioning of
government, or civil unrest or an acute condition of political disorder. Indeed, Liberia or Somalia in 1994
would provide obvious cases of African political instability. But such clear-cut cases are the exceptions rather
than the rule. Moreover, with a political settlement of the underlying problems, conditions in obvious cases of
political instability could change very rapidly. What is more, where there are flashpoints of civil strife or other
difficulties arising from conflicts over the legitimacy of government (for example, Algeria, Malawi, Nigeria,
the Sudan or Togo also in 1994), the extent of the deterrent to an investor is ultimately a matter of personal
judgement.

14. The point is, however, that weakly institutionalized governments, challenges to the legitimacy of estab
lished authority, and civil unrest generate a psychology of fear. As is well known, capital flight is a real
problem in Africa. The whole African region is losing billions of dollars every year in both indigenous and
foreign investment (and much more from multiplier effects) as a result of perceptions of risk associated with
political instability. Such perceptions would of course deter the microentrepreneur wishing to set up an opera
tion to produce kerosene lamps as it would deter the large investor wishing to establish a factory to manufacture
office furniture or engage in some other productive activity on a regional or subregional basis.

15. Another dimension of an unfavourable business climate is lack of business confidence. Business confi
dence has been defined as a complex combination of objective "incentive" factors and subjective "confidence"
factors." As with political stability, a lack of confidence in any given country is related to "objective" condi
tions in this instance unhelpful policies or nefarious practices towards the business community. It is further
related to fears - or subjective perceptions - that these policies and practices may change for the worse in the
future. Misgivings are usually aroused by an established record ofpoor economic management and performance
in the country in question. In such a context, business confidence shrivels out of fear of the chaotic state of
economic management.

16. Business confidence may also flag in a situation where public statements are consistently made by politi
cians or influential public figures accusing entrepreneurs of exploitation, profiteering and other anti-social con
duct. Where public authorities fail to demonstrate a realistic understanding of the role of entrepreneurs in
national development, the business community may feel vulnerable, exposed, and inclined to take their invest
ments elsewhere.
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17. A final example of a context in which lack of business confidence may arise is one in which the civil
service bureaucracy is unhelpful or even hostile to investors. This can happen where bureaucratic inefficiency,
incompetence or red tape results in unnecessary delays in processing applications for licenses and permits or
obtaining various types of clearances. An unclear or inconsistent division of responsibilities between depart
ments, poor coordination among them or the prevalence of corrupt practices can also frustrate bona fide entre
preneurs operating at. any level.

18. The general business climate is also affected by the quality ofpublic infrastruaure. One of the casual
ties of Africa's intractable economic crisis of the 19808 is the deterioration of infrastructures, particularly in
power, transport and communications and water supply. Telephone and other communication facilities which
work erratically, congested port facilities and badly surfaced roads inevitably result in delays. As one assess
ment of business in Africa has noted, such inadequacies push up the cost of handling inputs and outputs,"

Table 1

General constraints on entrepreneurship in
contemporary Mrica

Political instability
Lack: of business confidence
Deteriorating infrastructures
Uncoordinated policies on business promotion and development:

- financial policies
- trade policies
- labour policies

Insufficient knowledge in government about the business sector

Source: Distilled from the literature cited in notes I to 10 in the references.

19. Uncoordinatedpolicies on businesspromotion and development is another dimension of an unfavourable
business climate and a source of many entrepreneurial frustrations. At the heart of this issue lies a practical
problem: one agency of government does one thing; another agency (or perhaps even a division within the same
agency) does the opposite. Contradictions abound; mixed signals are sent to investors. The solution is not of
course to leave business development to "market forces". But the objectives of government intervention must
be clearly defined, policies and measures made consistent with objectives, and assistance to enterprises and
industries made contingent on performance.

20. Beyond this, as regards economic cooperation as envisaged in the Abuja Treaty establishing the African
Economic Community, governments will increasingly be required to harmonize economic policies on a subre
gional or regional basis. As will become evident from examples of contradictory financial, trade and labour
policies that are discussed presently, there is simply no alternative to sound institutional capacity in government
for policy development, sensitivity analysis, and policy coordination - if national and regional objectives in
development policy and management are to be pursued with efficiency and consistency.
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21. Government financial polices on credit, foreign exchange allocation, and taxation as well as its public
expenditure and investment programme interact in many complex ways to constitute a regime of constraints or
incentives to entrepreneurs operating at different levels. One assessment of the pattern exhibited by government
financial polices in the region during the 1980s found potential constraints on entrepreneurial activities in five
areas as follows:

(a) Low interest rates which reduce saving deposits and discourage banks from lending;

(b) Foreign exchange allocation systems that tend to give priority to the public sector;

(c) Excessive borrowing by government that tends to "crowd out" private entrepreneurs;

(d) Foreign loans and grants earmarked for public investment programmes; and

(e) Relatively high marginal tax rates, squeezing entrepreneurial profits and incomes and limiting
capacity to generate internal investment funds. 18

22. A sixth area of inconsistency noted by the same study was concerned with development of sectoral banks
as a channel of credit. 19 Aside from a general tendency to withhold credit from informal sector microentre
preneurs and some small-scale businesses because ofperceptions of risk or because project proposals can rarely
be prepared to the demanding standards required by conventional banks, development finance companies have
also been found to generate an anti-equity bias. That is to say as a source of investment capital, development
finance institutions typically extend credit to sole proprietorships or partnerships. In the absence of (or where
there are only fledgling) security markets and merchant banks able to mobilize equity capital, this pattern of
lending perpetuates itself. Thus joint stock companies and equity markets have been slow to develop in African
countries and formal sector entrepreneurs are denied both the flexibility of tapping this source of finance as well
as the discipline of working under pressure from stock or capital markets. To some extent, this institutional
weakness is consistent with relatively low income levels, low rates of savings and large non-monetized segments
of the economy. Nonetheless, the unintended consequences of development finance institutions' operations for
both small business access to credit and institutional development in the corporate sector need careful appraisal.

23. Uncoordinated tradepolicies can also hinder entrepreneurial operations and development. Policies on
exchange rates, import and export tariffs and taxes, and quantitative restrictions on imports intermesh to confer
costs and benefits on entrepreneurs operating at various levels. Economic recovery programmes of the 1980s
have gone some way in reducing market distortions on trade regimes. But here again, the solution is not simply
to leave trade policy to "market forces". Government intervention to fine-tune exchange rates and tariffs or to
make discretionary concessions to certain entrepreneurs, businesses and sectors will be required from time to
time. Indeed, intervention to make discretionary concessions and cautious management of trade regimes are
some of the key lessons that have emerged from the successful experience of the East Asian economies.'"
Consistency in implementing development policy priorities and objectives, careful monitoring of the effects of
specific policy measures and concessions, openness to feedback from the market and ongoing dialogne with the
business community are the key elements of a well-coordinated trade policy.

24. As in the case of financial and trade policies, inconsistencies in labour policy can also constitute a
formidable constraint on business promotion and development. The key issue here is that long-term employment
expansion and non-inflationary increases in wage levels can only be generated by economic growth and labour
productivity. One assessment of facturs inhibiting private sector expansion in the region during the 1980s found
that political pressure on employers by governments to take on or maintain more staff than was required and
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the widespread use of statutory minimum wages had the effect of making African labour markets less competi
tive and rigtd." Labour practices in the informal sector on the other hand have been found to be more flexible:
extra labour (including family members) are simply brought in to cope with busy periods and withdrawn during
slack periods. Wages tend to be more closely related to productivity. Apprentices sometimes pay for their
training by providing free services."

25. Labour is an important part of the cost structure of any business. The competitiveness of the labour
market, and the quality of the .work force are among the key factors determining the attractiveness of the
business climate in.any given country. It follows from this that governments do of course have a responsibility
to regulate labour"markets, set standards, determine the institutional framework of labour relations and collective
bargaining, meet training needs and, more generally, enhance human resource development. Specific policy
measures must, however, be consistent with the broader objectives of entrepreneurial promotion and
development.

26. Insufficient knowledge about the businesssector in government is the final issue for consideration in the
catalogue of general constraints on entrepreneurship in contemporary Africa. To be sure, efficient information
flows between government and the business community is perhaps the most crucial element in improving the
business climate, overcoming policy inconsistencies and reassuring business confidence. Three areas of weak
ness are worth emphasizing: inadequate institutional mechanisms for consultation and consensus-building
between planners and policy-makers on the one hand and different sectors and levels of the business community
on the other; shortcomings in national microeconomic databases and information systems; and insufficientappre
ciation in government of the role of market networks in business development and in enhancing the efficiency
of business operations.

27. Planning and policy-making in many African countries has often proceeded as a top-down technical
exercise. That is to say, planners, technical experts and other officials in government generally proceed by
appraising the objective situation in the economy resulting in a blue-print to deal with perceived shortcomings.
Consultations with various groups of economic actors (including different levels and sectors of the business
community) is rarely taken beyond a superficial plane. This information gap is made all the more worse by
insufficient knowledge of microeconomic behaviour including backward and forward linkages or market
networks between production units, and the specific requirements of technological transfer and adaptation.
Changing economic circumstances, or the need to change or modify objectives and strategies as new challenges
emerge are not adequately taken into consideration. Even the political feasibility of plans is sometimes ignored
although politicians may pay lip-service to planning. Institutional mechanisms and resources for plan imple
mentation, follow-up and evaluation are often inadequate. It follows from this that national plans and the
policies stemmihg from them have in many cases not only been out of touch with the needs of the business
community and' other economic actors but have also been poorly implemented.

28. African Governments have certain!y not been short ofgood intentions in promoting and supporting entre
preneurial growth. Indeed, in several countries officials and politicians own private businesses themselves.
However, the overall framework of government-business relations has fallen short of effective or strategic
direction.

B. Specific constraints

29. Table 2 provides a listing of constraints which apply at respective levels of entrepreneurial activity:
informal sector microenterprises; small-/intermediate-sized enterprises and large-seale enterprises. The focus
now shifts to a discussion of the issues at these different levels.
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1. Informal sector microenterprises

30. Among the constraints which apply to the informal sector are limited, segmented markets; crude manage-
ment and production techniques; and inadequate institutional/policy support.

31. The size ofmarket for many microenterprises depend on personal relationships between the owner and
a small number of customers, or perhaps, on the service or good being costumed-designed. In such cases, the
potential for intra-enterprise growth is limited by market size. Hence, economies from large-scale production
cannot be achieved. This has often been the case in the metal-working trades, tailoring, and furniture making.

32. On top of this, management andproduction techniques in the informal sector are often cumbersome -
a function of the lack of knowledge of microenterprise entrepreneurs about more effective techniques.

33. While some incremental efforts have been made over the years by African Governments to provide
support services such as workshops on low cost sites, training, and access to loans, such efforts as noted in the
discussion of general constraints have often lacked effective and strategic direction or have been inadequate.

2. Small- and intermediate-sized enterprises

34. Such businesses are usually well-establishedand managed by enterprising individuals with fairly sophis-.
ticated organizational skills. But among the constraints which apply to entrepreneurship at these levels are
limited managerial capabilities; limited capacity for technological adaptation; and inadequate public provision
of enterprise-level support.

35. The definition of entrepreneurship that was provided earlier identified management as one aspect of
entrepreneurial capacity. As a business grows beyond a certain size, even if it remains relatively small in the
amount of capital or labour employed, it begins to require input from different management specializations. At
this point, it is seldom the case that the founder, or any individual can satisfactorily combine in his or her person
all the skills required in the investment and managerial sides of entrepreneurship. It is well known that the
supply of managerial skills and experience in Africa is limited. This remains a constraint on entrepreneurial
capacity at this stage of the region's development.

36. An underdeveloped capacity for technology odaptation and assimilation is also related to early stages
of industrial development. Here again, as businesses grow in size, improvements in both productivity ana the
quality of the good or service usually require the application of more effective production methods. Accord
ingly, technological innovation (or the successful assimilation or adaptationof existing technology) is a necessary
condition for productivity gains.

37. Technological education andtraining has expanded considerably in post-colonial Africa but indigenous
technological capacity remains an area of relative weakness. This has long been recognized in African business
circles. For example, representatives of African chambers of commerce pointed out more than a decade ago
that "lack ofpractical know-how andofappropriate tecJmology... often proved to be major constraints" .23 The
East Asian experience has demonstrated that efficient information flows between government ana business is
essential in coordinating all aspects of policy on business development including this important question of
technology transfer ana adaptation.

38. Institutional and policy limitations in government is the basis of the third major constraint on African
entrepreneurs as their businesses grow in size. Entrepreneurs everywhere need advice, information ana various
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kinds of services in setting up their businesses and in dealing with difficulties that arise in the course of
operations. Indeed, as part of post-colonial efforts to indigenize business activities in key economic sectors,
many African Governments established a range of support systems such as facilities to provide start-up capital,
technical advice and training, industrial estates and related infrastructure. Sectoral development banks, invest
ment promotion centres, industrial extension services and export processing zones were among public institutions
established to provide enterprise-level support. Specific country examples include Cameroon's National Centre
for Assistance to Small- and Medium-Size Enterprises (CAMPE), Kenya's network of industrial estates and
Mauritius' Export Processing Zone (EPZ).

39. A systematic appraisal of the effectiveness of government schemes of enterprise support has probably
not been undertaken. However, there is evidence to suggest that a few countries such as Mauritius and Kenya
are way ahead of others in the provision of schemes that are better coordinated, flexible and performance
oriented. But in several other countries, evidence suggesting serious weaknesses in government support systems
has emerged. In Nigeria, for example, one study found that only a few industrial development centres (estab
lished to provide extension services) are working as envisaged. Shortages of equipment, and trained personnel
were identified as serious weaknesses." Here again, these weaknesses underline the general African experience
of poorly coordinated and implemented inventions.
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Table 2

Specific constraints on entrepreneurship in Afrlca

Informal sector microenterprises
•

Limited, segmented markets
Crude production techniques
Inadequate policy support

Small-/intermediate-sized enterprises

Limited managerial capacity
Constraints of technological development
Weak policy/institutional support schemes

Large-scale enterprises

Problems of investment design
Excess capacity
Weaknesses in technology adaptation
Paucity of backward/forward linkages
Difficulties in the management of size

Public enterprises

Unclear objectives
Lack of adequate autonomy
Patronage in appointments
Poor managerial accountability
Weaknesses in monitoring enterprise performance
Socio-political climate
Legal structure
Inadequate training and management development policies
Compensation system not linked to performance

Sources: Distilled from the literature cited in notes 1 to 10 in the references; see also notes 34
and 35.

3. Large-scale enterorises

40. Some of the specific constraints on African business that have been discussed up to this point also apply
to large-scale enterprise operations. But at this level of entrepreneurship, constraints that are particularly related
to size, scale and complexity of the undertaking are especially relevant. Five main issues have been selected
for the discussion in the subsequent paragraphs.
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41. Designing investment in large-scale operations is a very complex undertaldng. Mistakes are extremely
costly and can easily result in white elephants. Indeed, problems in original investment design have been a
common constraint on the performance of large-scale enterprises in both the public and private sectors. Short
comings in attending to the details of initial investment design have been known to have bedeviled such opera
tions as the steel, petro-chemical and pulp and paper industries in Nigeria and the textile industries in the United
Republic of Tanzania and Somalia."

42. While the expertise and experience provided through foreign assistance or joint ventures in designing
complex investments is useful in overcoming the complexities, foreign experts cannot always be relied upon for
the best possible advice. This is particularly so if they provide technology and equipment or if their renumera
tion is linked to the size of the investment. Another bazard in relying exclusively upon foreign experts is that
local engineers gain little insight into how the technology works and how it can be modified, or improved. The
new learning that occurs in any project from adapting it to new settings or new raw materials accrues to the
foreign experts with little spillovers to the local economy. Moreover, experience has shown thatthe lower the
absorptive and adaptation capabilities of technology buyers, the higher is the total cost of technology transfer.
East Asian experience on the other hand bas demonstrated that local participation by design and engineering
firms can quickly lead to development of the relevant skills."

43. Closely related to the question of investment design is the problem of excess capacity. Significant excess
capacity is known to exist in many African large-scale operations. One of the reasons for this is simply too
ambitious an original investment design resulting in structural excess capacity. But other reasons include operat
ing difficulties such as frequent shortages of spare-parts, essential raw materials, inadequate provision for the
maintenance of equipment; and infrastructural deficiencies such as frequent break-down of power or water
supply.

44. Weaknesses in the adaptation and assimilation oftechnology is a third constraint that is often a cause
of excess capacity. Aspreviously noted, an underdeveloped technological capacity is related to the early stages
of industrial development. The turn-key approach to technology transfer is simple, fairly straight forward, and
in certain industries, perhaps even the most efficient and cost-effective option. Once installed, bowever, the
equipment requires maintenance and possibly adaptation to meet variations in raw materials or new product
designs. Over time, the technology may also require upgrading. Current environmental concerns such as find
ing new uses for waste products and reducing energy consumption levels also demand thorough familiarization
with the technology. .

45. All of these demands require an internalization of production processes at several levels and from
numerous disciplines. As one major study of structural problems in African industrial ventures bas noted,"
these demands rise with the inherent complexity of the technology, the scale of the operation and the speed of
technological advance in the industry. Industries like food processing, beverages, textiles or leather have rela
tively stable technologies, simple process layouts and easily transmitted skill requirements. On the other hand,
mechanical and electric engineering industries, electronics, chemicals and steel utilize fast-cbanging techno
logies." The point here is that African entrepreneurs operating or venturing into large-scale industrial ventures
are compelled to assemble the capacity - in terms of technical personnel as well as hardware - to mount the sus
tained effort that is required. But these constraints can be overcome within an appropriate public policy frame
work and specific strategies on technology transfer and assimilation.

46. Another symptom of underdeveloped technological capacity in the region is the paucity of
backward/forward linkages between firms in the same industry. Most industries (for example vehicles, elec
tronics, or chemicals) depend on a dense network of information, technical and other cooperative arrangements.
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Any specific input such as a particular component for a vehicle or a catalystfor a chemical process has to be
designed for a particular use and its planned production geared to the quality required by the next stage of manu
facture with prior information on design specifications, price and quantity,29 The manufacture of such inputs
is usually contracted out to component suppliers - firms operating on a smaller scale within the industry.

47. A major constraint on African entrepreneurs venturing into manufacturing industry on a large-scale is
that the linkage-generating efforts have to proceed more or less simultaneously with the establishment of the lead
enterprise. African industry is characterized by huge gaps in linkage relationships. The motor vehicle industry
in Nigeria, for example, has to import virtually all the components necessary for assembling the final product.
In the advanced industrial countries on the other hand, linkage relationships between firms have evolved over
a long period of time. The experience of the newly industrializing countries has revealed that a carefully
orchestrated effort is required by both the lead enterprise and government industrial development agencies in
providing an appropriate policy framework and well-targeted incentives for small- and medium-scale entre
preneurs to enter into cooperative operations with entrepreneurs in large-scale industrial undertakings.

48. The management ofsize is the fifth constraint on large-scale entrepreneurship in contemporary Africa.
There is growing consensus among management practitioners and academic commentators that the days of the
"traditional" Weberian bureaucratic organizational form are over." In an increasingly competitive world
economy, innovation has become the cutting-edge of comparative advantage. Large organizations stifle initiative
and creativity. Large-scale organization in Africa is especially prone to these problems." But certain scale
economies continue to be contingent on large size. Hence, large organizations are being broken down into profit
centres, quality circles and work groups. These sub-organizational units are then flexibly reintegrated into the
overall organizational structure. It has been observed that the "Japanese have always based their continuing
manufacturing miracle on tiny entrepreneurial component makers ... and on surprisingly small... profit centres
even within hugeplants. "'2

3. Public enterprise

49. Public enterprises have been the main vehicle of undertaking large-scale activities in Africa. As such
they share many of the constraints on large-scale ventures that were identified above. Public enterprises can
be found virtually in all economic sectors as governments embarked on a wide range of business ventures. By
the early 19808, the World Bank estimated that there were over 3,000 public enterprises in sub-Saharan Africa.
In the region as a whole, it was further estimated that public enterprises accounted for as much as 15 per cent
of output and 25 per cent of investment."

50. Few African public enterprises have however performed satisfactorily. Post-colonial politics of
patronage and patron-clientelism has been the basis of operating difficulties such as unclear or conflicting enter
prise. objectives; lack of adequate autonomy; patronage in appointments; inadequate arrangements for
managerial accountability; and weaknesses in monitoring enterprise performance.

51. In cooperation with the International Centre for Public Enterprises in Developing Countries (lCPE)
Ljubljana, Slovenia, ILO has undertaken comprehensive studies on entrepreneurship development in public enter
prises." With current policy orientation towards reforms and exposure of public enterprises to market competi
tion on equal footing with private sector enterprises, it is essential to examine the specific constraints that have
so far inhibited the enhancement of the utilization of entrepreneurial capacities in public enterprises in Africa.

52. The socio-political climate, as already noted, can be an impediment to the development of entre
preneurship in the public enterprise sector. Where public enterprises are expected to achieve social objectives,
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entrepreneurship is thought to be incompatible with the social goals of the enterprise. Also, the politicization
ofappointments to positions of responsibility tends to stifle entrepreneurship in all its ramifications.

53. The legalstructure under which public enterprises are established is not flexible enough to allow for the
development of entrepreneurial capacities. The laws under which public enterprises operate do not generally
reflect requirements of entrepreneurship such as opportunities for creativity and innovation or provide the leeway
to take risks.

54. There are generally no organization structures in the public sector to encourage training and develop
mentofentrepreneurs. Indeed, training establishments are yet to reflect fully the new context and priorities of
public sector operations in their training programmes. In addition, trainingfacilities andmanagement develop
mentpolicies tend to be weak and poorly implemented. The absence in many cases of compensation systems
linked to enterprise performance also seriously constrains the performance of African public enterprises.

55. This section of this document has examined in both general and specific terms the range of constraints
on the effectiveness of African entrepreneurship. But for these constraints, the rate of utilization of existing
entrepreneurial capacity in private and public enterprises in Africa would have been much greater than at pre
sent. In effect, there is considerable scope for the development and utilization of existing and potential entre
preneurial capacity in African countries. From the foregoing discussion can be distilled a number of recom
mendations for promoting African entrepreneurship as a vehicle for future growth, higher living standards and
sustained development.

IV. AN ACTIONABLE AGENDA FOR FOSTERING
AND UTILIZING ENTREPRENEURIAL CAPACITY IN AFRICA

56. Policies to foster and encourage the utilization of entrepreneurial capacity have been extensively docu
mented in the United Nations Secretary-General's report to the forty-fifth session of the General Assembly."
Following the method of exposition that has been adopted, two categories of recommendations can be identified:
general recommendations which apply across-the-board; and specific recommendations which apply to particular
levels of entrepreneurship.

A. General recommendations

I. Political stability

57. Entrepreneurship at any level cannot thrive in a context ofpolitical instability. The whole African region
is losing billions of dollars every year in both indigenous and foreign investment as a result of perceptions of
risk associated with civil unrest and weakly institutionalized governments. To be sure, the causes of political
conflict and instability in many countries are often complex and intractable. While the current wave of demo
cratic reforms in the region augurs well for the future, democratic structures of governance remain fragile.
However, entrepreneurship cannot be expected to take root and entrepreneurial capacities fully utilized in a
hostile socio-political environment. There is high correlation between political stability and the development
and utilization of entrepreneurial capacity.

58. Action required: Both the business community and public officials bear a heavy responsibility in
educating public opinion on the relationship between political stability and business confidence. In this regard,
the Organization of African Unity's initiative on conflict management and resolution is laudable and deserves
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widespread or international support." Africa's development partners should also take concrete measures to
foster the consolidation of democratic processes and political stability in the region.

2. Competent economic management

59. Business confidence is also affected by the level of competence in government economic management
especially in such matters as inflation, interest rate and exchange rate currency stability. Stable macroeconomic
conditions, fiscal, trade and labour policies, regulatory measures and other interventions which offer incentives,
have proven to be essential for fostering entrepreneurial capacity. Experience has also shown that the provision
of incentives to entrepreneurs must be subject to periodic review and continuation made conditional upon per
formance criteria established in advance.

60. Action required: While it is not possible to provide a blue-print on economic management for each
African country, specific measures to promote entrepreneurship in the region must in principle rest on a founda
tion of sound economic management. Laws and regulatory instruments which affect enterprises must be suppor
tive of entrepreneurship. Laws must be reformed from time to time in consonance with prevailing policy objec
tives. For instance, socialist-oriented laws and regulations must be changed to suit the requirements of a market
based economy.

2. Efficient civil services and institutional capacity for policy analysis and coordination

61. Government departments and agencies will increasingly be called upon to play an enabling role in
developing and promoting the utilization of entrepreneurial capacity. The civil service must be efficient and
sensitive to the needs of the business community as a whole and entrepreneurs operating at different levels. This
demands from civil service agencies a capacity to develop, coordinate and implement appropriate policies.

62. Action required: Concerted efforts must be made to raise the competence of African civil services.
This can be accomplished through such measures as an integrated approach to human resource development and
training, improved pay and conditions, and better linkages between pay and performance. In particular, training
should be designed to expose civil servants to business practices and concepts."

3. Establish mechanisms for regular government-business consolations

63. Any African Government seeking to provide strategic direction for the building and utilization of entre
preneurial capacity should take steps to ensure that reliable mechanisms for efficient information flows between
business at various levels and government and vice-versa are put in place. Indeed, East Asian experience
suggests that planning and policy-making is characterized by regular excbange of information on specific needs
and requirements including the critical area of tecbnology transfer and development; a coordinated approach
between different government agencies dealing with the business conununity; flexibility in response to changing
circumstances; and emphasis on achieving high levels of performance.

64. Action required: Appropriate forums should be established or strengthened for regular consultations
between government and representatives of entrepreneurs operating at different levels. This would lead to a
better understanding of macroeconomic policy objectives by the private sector and of microeconomic behaviour
by planners and policy-makers in government.
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4. Sound public infrastructure

65. Africa's protracted economic crisis has been accompanied by a significant deterioration of public infra
structure in many African countries. This has pushed up the unit cost of doing business in Africa which also
discourages and retards the utilization of entrepreneurial capacity.

66. Action reguired: The upgrading and maintenance of physical infrastructure comprising roads, ports,
telecommunications, water and energy should be regular rather than sporadic.

5. Government financial policies and resources

67. The main policy instruments of reforming the financial sector to strengthen its capacity to mobilize
foreign and domestic resources for investment in entrepreneurial initiatives in most African countries include
deregulation of foreign exchange market and interest rates, adoption of a market-based approach to the allocation
of credit, easing of restrictive monetary and credit policies, institutional development and legislative changes,
and active use of prudential regulations and capital adequacy requirements in the banking sector. These
measures have gone a long way to reduce the repression of the financial system that characterized this sector
during the 19705 and 1980s. The main challenge that now remains is to build the capacity of fmancial inter
mediaries for both mobilization and channelling of resources to meet the different needs of investors or entre
preneurs operating at different levels of the economy.

68. Action required: the whole range of African financial institutions including commercial banks, rural
banks or community/grassroots financial lnstitutions, development finance institutions (DFIs), non-bankfinancial
institutions (NBFIs), securities markets and central banks should be made efficient, competitive and solvent.
In particular, there is considerable scope for the development of NBFIs and security markets. Specific actions
that are required to build the capacity of the different financial institutions are included in the subsequent para
graphs.

69. Commercial banks should develop an appropriate network to serve the bulk of African households and
businesses not only in urban centres but also in the rural areas. Commercial banks have often failed to meet
the credit demands of small and rural borrowers, preferring instead to accumulate large excess reserves. The
banks have also been risk-averse, causing them to attach much significance to conventional guarantees such as
deeds, mortgages and other marketable assets, Commercial banks have to become more competitiveand flexible
in their structures and procedures to meet the needs of entrepreneurs operating at different levels and so better
serve African 'economies, In addition, there is considerable scope for commercial banks to diversify into
development banking and for development banks to undertake commercial bank activities as elaborated in the
subsequent paragraphs. This will increase competition in the banking sector.

70. Rural banks and informal community/grass-roots financial institutions have played a positive role as a
means of retailing financial services to .areas, sectors or population groups that commercial banks have found
difficult to reach, including women. However, efforts should be made to progressively integrate these grassroots
institutions with mainstream commercial bank operations to reduce the dualism of the banking sector. This can
be done through such measures as (a) infusing into the formal institutions some of the flexibility of informal
operations; (b) strengthening the structure and performance of the informal market operations; and (c) develop
ing linkages between the formal and informal financial sectors.

71. Development finance institutions (such as State-owned agricultural development banks, industrial
development banks or district or area development corporations) were established to provide financing services
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for entrepreneurial ventures. But these institutions have generally failed to play the expected catalytic role in
assisting new entrepreneurs and new enterprises. They have at times misallocated fmancial resources by lending
to politically well-connected individuals for dubious activities and at interest rates lower than those charged by
commercial banks. These practices should be discontinued. DFls should be encouraged to make real commer
cial judgements and develop managerial and professional skills similar to those of commercial banks with which
they should compete on an equal basis without government support and political pressures. Such reorientation
of DFls would require that they be allowed to apply market interest rates in project selection and financing and
in attracting savings.

72. Non-bank financial institutions such as venture capital and leasing companies, despite their considerable
advantages as a service to investors, may not be suitable for every African country. This is largely because
NBFIs require a source of long-term investment resources and an active secondary market which does not exist
in all African countries. For these reasons alone, it would appear logical that full fledged and independent leas
ing and venture capital companies cannot be developed to help meet some of the development finance needs of
Africa in the 1990s. However, in the short term, they can be promoted as part of the effort to extend the range
of services provided by commercial banks and the development finance institutions.

73. Security markets development is a difficult and delicate process. Hence, despite its relevance to current
development challenges in Africa (especially in the context of privatization initiatives and efforts to foster and
utilize entrepreneurial capacity), only a few countries are making progress towards its development. African
Governments can assist this process in creating a suitable environment, such as a stable macroeconomic condi
tions, provision of fiscal incentives, removal of legal obstacles and establishment of a regulatory and supervisory
framework to protect investor rights.

74. In the context of increasing globalization of financial flows and incense competition for investment (and
against a background of relatively low rate of savings in the region), it is crucial that financial institutions in
Africa have the capacity not only to intermediate the flow of funds but also to generate confidence in the finan
cial systems of African countries. In this regard, African central banks which have been at the centre of recent
financial sector reform efforts have a crucial role to play in prudential supervision of African financial systems.

75. The intense competition for foreign investment also requires African Governments to step up their efforts
to attract foreign capital. Measures that are required include strengthening commercial offices in embassies
abroad and other appropriate steps to promote foreign investment. In addition, government policy on trans
national corporations and cooperation between indigenous and foreign entrepreneurs should be pragmatic.

B. Specific recommendations for particular levels of entrepreneurship

1. Measures to promote informal sector microentrepreneurship

76. The main constraints on the development and utilization of entrepreneurial capacity at this level are
limited market size, cumbersome management and production methods, and inadequate support services. In the
short term, microentrepreneurs can overcome these limitations through two major routes. First, by means of

. linkages with formal sector businesses, microenterprises can achieve access to more sizeable markets and
information or advice on such matters as improved management and production methods and better product
design. Second, microenterprises can grow is through intergenerational expansion. This is the case where the
business gradually expands from one generation of family ownership to the other as experience, and capital is
acquired. In this way, petty trading among some Housa families of northern Nigeria, for example, has grown
through several generations into multi-store ownership and even diversification into manufacturing industry. 38
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77. However, markets often fail to generate linkages for a variety of reasons including information gaps
between potential collaborators. For this reason, policy and institutional support is required from government
as well as non-governmental organizations which have proved to be adept at operating-at grass-roots levels,
particularly in the following areas: training, credit and enterprises levels.

78. Action required:

(a) Training: the provision of facilities for. technical and vocational training-to upgrade the.skills
of informal sector workers and entrepreneurs is an important requirement. Indeed, one of the many spin-offs
from informal sector activities is the training of apprentices (for example goldsmiths, watch-repairers, shoe
repairers, carpenters, masons, and so on) in the course of normal business operations. Government and NGOs
can encourage this valuable service provided by microentrepreneurs through appropriate incentives to foster the
practice of informal sector apprenticeships. In addition, special programmes may also be designed to target
youths as a source of entrepreneurship. Indeed, some African countries such as Kenya, Malawi, the United
Republic of Tanzania and Uganda have developed special entrepreneurial programmes for school leavers and
unemployed youth;

(b) Credit: a second measure is the provision of credit facilities specifically designed to meet the
needs entrepreneurs operating on a very small scale, typically without collateral or an established business track
record. The issue here is that the management of small loans is time-consuming and expensive. Conventional
banks and financial institutions tend to shy away from dealing with microentrepreneurs, especially women.
Hence, the provision of credit facilities at this level require unconventional banking practices. Grassroots or
community-level institutions are well-placed to fill this vacuum and should be promoted. The Grameen Bank
system pioneered in Bangladesh and specifically oriented towards lending very small amounts is one model that
can be employed. In this regard, it may be noted that 87 per cent of Grameen's clients are women. Studies
have shown that there are many women in Africa who would succeed as entrepreneurs if only they had the
requisite financial resources to get started." Another model is Ghana's network of rural banks which lend to
informal sector businesses, small-scale farmers and rural enterprises. As noted above, efforts should also be
made to integrate community level financial institutions into the main stream of banking operations.

(c) Enterprise-level support is a third measure that can be adopted by governments and/or NGOs
in promoting informal sector entrepreneurship is the provision of enterprise-level support systems such as
business advisory centres, small-scale enterprise extension services and physical facilities such as workshops,

.craft centres, water, electricity and telephones. Advisory and extension services can provide valuable informa
tion and assistance to microentreprerieurs especially in such areas as book-keeping, management, production and
marketing techniques. These services can also play an important role in facilitating linkages between informal
and formal sector business as well as help to steer microentrepreneurs through the unfamiliar corridors of
government bureaucracies with which they must sometimes deal.

~ . " ., ' .

2. Measures to promote small- and intermediate-scale entrepreneurship

79. Entrepreneurs operating on a small- to intermediate-scale usually exhibit fairly sophisticated organiza
_tional skills. But as their businesses grow along the small- to intermediate-scale continuum, they often face con
straints such as limited managerial capabilities; difficulties with technology adaptation; and, as in the case of
microentrepreneurs, inadequate public provision of enterprise-level support.• These are the main constraints on
fostering and utilizing entrepreneurial capacity that have to be overcome at this level.
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80. Action regJIired:

(a) Overcoming managerial constraints: national agendas ofhuman resource development needs are
already very crowded but the expansion of management training facilities must be a leading priority. In this
regard, it should also be noted that approaches to management education and training are undergoing a funda
mental shift from 'traditional', class room-based methods to an increasing emphasis on in-house, on-the-job
learning and training." Dissatisfaction with traditional methods has opened the way for new arrangements
which facilitate the acquisition of management skills that are directly relevant to the needs of business operations
to emerge;

(b) Surmounting difficulties with technology transfer and adaptation: the issue here, again, is that
as businesses grow along the small- intermediate-scale continuum; productivity gains can be made from the
application of more effective production methods including improvements in technology. It is inevitable that
foreign investment and technical assistance will remain important mechanisms for the diffusion of technological
know-how in Africa for some time to come. Government, as East Asian experience has demonstrated, has a
key role to play in facilitating and encouraging technology transfer, local adaptation and development;

(c) Enhancing enterprise-level support systems: entrepreneurs everywhere need advice, information
and various kinds of services in setting up their businesses and in dealing with problems that arise in the normal
course of operations. While technical and advisory services can be provided through market networks (via
private consulting companies, finance companies and commercial banks) and through the tertiary sector (via
chambers of commerce, management professional organizations, cooperatives, universities, colleges, manage
ment training institutions and NGOs), government intervention is also required to establish a general framework
for business development as part of the planning and policy-making process. African Governments should
systematically appraise existing policies and measures on enterprise-level support systems to make them relevant
to the needs of entrepreneurs. .

3. Measures to promote large-scale entrepreneurship

81. Many of the recommendations on promoting specific levels of entrepreneurship that have been advanced
up to this point also apply to the promotion and utilization of entrepreneurial capacity on a large scale. But the
main constraints at this level are principally related to size, scale and complexity of extensive undertakings.
Depending on the nature of the industry, African Governments have essentially two options to overcome these
constraints: by promoting the incremental and turn-key approaches to investment in large-scale operations.

82. Action reuuired:

(a) The incremental approach: there is evidence to suggest that an incremental approach to invest-
ment in large and complex undertakings provides a sound and effective basis for gaining the experience to cope
with higher levels of managerial, organizational and technological complexity. The textile industries in Kenya
and Zimbabwe for example have grown during the last 25 years from a few small mills in each country to a
well-integrated industry encompassing several establishments engaged. in cotton/raw materials production,
spinning, weaving, design tailoring and manufacturing, andmarketing. 'The Incremental growth of the industry
over time facilitated the evolution of linkage relationships between production units in the industry 'and the
foundation of a deeply-rooted capacity to manage all aspects of the production process including technology,
quality control and marketing. East Asian experience also suggest that most industries have grown over time
from an "infant" or "cottage" stage, through the establishment of linkages between firms and mastery of produc
tion and technological processes to becoine world leaders in many cases. The East Asian electronics and motor
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vehicles industries are good examples of the incremental approach to the establishment of capacity in complex
undertakings;

(b) The turn-key approach: this is a viable alternative to incremental growth in certain industries.
Food processing, beverages, tobacco, soaps and detergents are good examples of such industries. Indeed, indi
genous entrepreneurial capacity is well-established in many such ventures in most African countries. One of
the explanations of the success of the "turn-key" approach is that the technology is relatively simple to acquire,
install, operate and maintain, and the products have been relatively stable. Soft drink factories or bottling plants
which churn out a range of well-established products provide a good illustration of this point.

4. Measures to promote entrepreneurial capacity in public enterprises

83. Many of the recommendations outlined thus far in the actionable agenda for fostering and utilizing entre
preneurial capacity in Africa are applicable to both public and private sector entrepreneurial initiatives. The
recommendations contained in the paragraphs which follow are specifically applicable to public enterprises.

84. Public enterprises must be free to respond quickly to entrepreneurial opportunities.

'85. Action required: Greater autonomy and accountability of public enterprises will improve their perfor
mance and profitability. Politicians and governments should be sensitized to appreciate the significance of this
statement.

86. A clear definition of public enterprise objectives is required. Where governments require public enter-
prises to provide social or political services, payment for such services should be fully made.

87. Action required: Entrepreneurship demands that public enterprises should introduce measures which
will enable these enterprises to determine the cost of each activity.

88. Introduction of private sector planning and management practices including budgeting and accounting
conventions into public enterprises should be initiated and entrenched. Cost and pricing methods could be extra
polated from private to public enterprises and used as the basis of corporate planning and performance contracts
with the government.

89. Action required: Each enterprise should have a corporate plan and performance contract. This should
contribute to the resolution of the problems of accountability.

90. Institutional reforms, management development and training and realistic conditions of service are
required to facilitate and provide incentives for the utilization of entrepreneurial capacities in public enterprises.
Several types of institutional arrangements for governments to exercise control over public enterprises can be
found in Africa. Some enterprises fall under the supervision of government departments and boards of directors
while others are under "umbrella" organizations which are responsible for all the public enterprises in the
country.

91. Action required: With a view to facilitating greater autonomy, entrepreneurial initiatives, and mana
gerial competence, a rationalizationof existing institutional arrangements, training and managementdevelopment
strategies and the introduction of performance related compensation systems are required.
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92. Privatization of public enterprises should be viewed as another means of promoting entrepreneurship.
Privatized enterprises are released from the influence of governmental decision-making, thus giving primacy to
economic criteria and reducing political and social constraints involved in government control.

93. Action required: African Governments should as far as possible encourage privatization as part of an
overall strategy of private sector development.

V. MODALITIES FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE ACTIONABLE AGENDA

94. This section is concerned essentially with the modalities for implementing the actionable agenda outlined
above. In this regard, four levels of implementation can be identified: local, national, subregional and regional.

A. Developing and utilizing entrepreneurial caoacities at the local level

95. Grass-root organizations, peoples' organizations at the community level, local NGOs, local councils,
municipal authorities, district and regional local government authorities are well placed to understand the cultural
underpinnings of the work ethic as well as attitudes and pertinent factors which facilitate the development and
utilization of entrepreneurial capacities. The identification, sensitization and encouragement of community
leaders and local government authorities to playa proactive role in the design, formulation and implementation
of measures to promote entrepreneurship should be considered for adoption by all African countries.

96. In mobilizing urban and rural resources for the development of entrepreneurial capacities local govern
ment authorities should be able to convince prospective entrepreneurs that good governance is in place to provide
the necessary support at all levels ofthe society. Local entrepreneurs could be mobilized to use their ingenuity
to better design and build more productive cities and rural environments.

97. Thus, at the local level measure'S should be designed to capitalize on indigenous cultural underpinnings
to entrepreneurship or overcome any cultural impediments to the development and utilization of entrepreneurial
capacities. This grass-roots approach to the promotion of entrepreneurship should fit very well into the ongoing
process of popular participation and democratization of political processes and the move toward market-based
economic systems.

B. Developing and utilizing entrepreneurial capacities at the national level

98. Whereas it is appreciated that each country is responsible for its own economic .policies in accordance
with its specific situation and conditions, specific national circumstances and goals, it is also acknowledged that
the development and utilization of entrepreneurship capacities can speed up growth and development especially
in countries that are seeking to develop or revitalize their economies through structural adjustments and market
oriented reforms.

99. Unambiguous and comprehensive macroeconomic policies which define the role of entrepreneurship in
the country's growth and sustainable human development should be a necessary condition for developing entre
preneurial capacities. In this regard, national economic planning agencies and finance ministries should provide
specific sections/chapters on entrepreneurship in national (indicative planning) plans. National expertise is
required to actively formulate and monitor the implementation of national policies on entrepreneurship and the
required capacities to ensure that national objectives in this area are attained.
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100. Creating an enabling environment in which government policies and legal as well as cultural factors
facilitate the development of successful enterprises should be one of the priorities of government. Many factors
may undermine the ability of an individual potential entrepreneur to start a business or cause a business to fail
after it has started.

101. Sound monetary and fiscal policies are of essence in the development of entrepreneurship. They should
be carefully formulated and coordinated. Developing critical human capacities in this area cannot be over
emphasized.

102. Regulations and bureaucratic processes in some African countries can make it a daunting task to meet
all the regulatory requirements to start and operate a new business. Conforming with regulations involves an
inordinate investment in time, effort and money which small-scale entrepreneurs can ill-afford.

103. Apart from providing the basic communication and service facilities, the establishment ofspecial indus
trial estates, business markets, making sites and factory premises available with all needed services on moderate
terms in countries which have an abundance of local entrepreneurs (Turkey, Cyprus and India) has proved a
valuable source of help to new enterprises and expanding small industries. The caveat for African countries is
that the establishment of industrial estates without measures such as training, credit facilities, advice and
information will not of itself make a major contribution to entrepreneurial development.

104. National labour legislation and environmental protection are also areas where an appropriate balance
needs to be struck between the protection of workers and their families, on the one band, and the environment
and the burden imposed on enterprises, on the other hand. These regulations are desirable but should not be
designed to inhibit the development of entrepreneurship or lead entrepreneurs to operate illegally in the informal
sector.

105. Government-led measures for the development and utilization of national entrepreneurial capacities
should further entail the following:

(a) Creating appropriate channels for promoting small business and for delivering various forms of
assistance needed for the development of successful indigenous entrepreneurs. The government could, for
example, set up integrated comprehensive institutions that offer all forms of support in finance, training, advice
and help in identifying business opportunities. These one-stop institutions can be quite effective but need a
committed level of expertise for coordination and speed - rare factors in government bureaucracy;

(b) Assistance should be provided to entrepreneurs in obtaining orders from the public sector or in
fields such as technical information, design and export markets. In larger countries help is decentralized to
regional or sectoral institutions (agriculture, manufacturing industry, commerce, trade, fmance and other services
sectors). Experience in some African countries indicates that the performance of centralized small enterprise
support institutionshas been disappointing. They developed unwieldy bureaucratic structures and regarded them
selves as an integral part of the civil service officialdom instead of businesslike support institutions. These insti
tutions which were financed from government or external donor and World Bank funds through government
channels suffered from the inadequacy of technical expertise and political interference has been rife;

(c) Government financial and other support could be channelled through NGOs such as small
business associations, chambers of commerce, confederation of trade Unions to undertake many of the support
services such as training, advisory services, information centres or credit guarantee schemes. Small enterprise
support institutions are expected, among other things, to identify small-scale projects opportunities, screening
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potential entrepreneurs, advising and assisting in business start-up, helping existing firms to improve
performance, organizing training courses and helping small businesses with innovation and the introduction of
new technologies.

106. Relevant expertise has been mooted in virtually all the measures suggested in this paper. Training insti
tutions abound in African countries. Most of these institutions have excess capacity in terms of physical facili
ties and the length of time they are unused. Polytechnics and universities have continued with the ivory-tower
approach. They need to integrate themselves into the development dialectics of African countries. Each African
country should be able to come up with its own viable permutation of entrepreneurship development training
programmes and strategies for implementation.

3. Developing and utilizing entrepreneurial capacities at the subregional levels

107. It has been acknowledged that subregional cooperation institutions like the Preferential Trade Area for
Eastern.and Southern African States (PTA), the Southern African Development Community (SADC), the
Economic Community of Central African States (ECCAS), the Central African Customs and Economic Union
(UDEAC) and the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), to name a-few, can be the building
blocks of the African Economic Community (AEC). All these subregional institutions cover multi-sectoral
development dimensions involving, as it were, public and private sector enterprises in the respective member
States. They are, therefore, well placed to share experiences in problem-solving and encourage the latter to
promote the development of entrepreneurial capacities in their respective countries.

108. Subregional human resources development and training institutions such as the Eastern and Southern
Africa Management Institute (ESAMI), the African Centre for Reseach and Development (CAFRAD) and the
Pan-African Institute for Development (PAID), West Africa and Eastern and Southern Africa could be
encouraged and supported to strengthen their course offerings in the development of entrepreneurship for self
employment at the national and subregional levels.

4. Developing entrepreneurship capacities at the regional (continental) level

109. Entrepreneurship development has been one of the main priorities that ECA has been focusing on in
recent years and will continue to focus on in the years to come. Not ouly has ECA been advocating policy
measures and providing advisory services to develop entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial capacity in African
countries, but has also taken direct steps to help create such capacity. As examples Of this, ECA has been active
in supporting initiatives to establish capital markets in Africa," an African capital market forum", the African
Export-Import Bank (AFREXIM) and an African bank for women." Promotion of women entrepreneurial
skills across Africa has also been one of the strategies experimented by the ECA at the regional level. As far
back as 1987 the ECAt ATRCW has implemented projects with the Swedish International Development Authority
(SIDA) to promote entrepreneurial development among women. ECA will ensure, in: collaboration with its
partners, particularly the Organization of African Unity (OAU) and the African Development Bank (ADB), that
the decisions of the Conference of Ministers in this important field will be 'effectively backstopped with a view
to ensuring the successful implementation of and follow-up on these decisions.

110. ECA, OAU and ADB could collaborate in hammering out a policy and institutional framework condu
cive to the emergence and growth of African transnational corporations (TNCs) and enterprises as a vehicle
towards the realization of the objectives and aims of the African Economic Community. This framework should
encompass how external TNCs relate to African TNCs, especially in developing and utilizing entrepreneurial
capacities for the sustainable development of African economies inthe years abead.
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111. Regional institutions such as the African Institute fOr Economic Development and Planning (IDEP), the
African Centre for Reseach and Training in Social Development (ACARTSOD), the United Nations African
Institute for the Prevention of Crime and the Treatment of Offenders (UNAFRI), CAFRAD, etc., should include
entrepreneurship related courses in their training, research and consultancy programmes.

D. Developing entrepreneurial capacities in COOlJeration with Africa's
external partners in development

112. Whereas in the past, cooperation between national and foreign enterprises used to take place mostly
between TNCs and national public or State-owned enterprises, in recent years, following the trend toward
market-based economies, cooperation has also involved foreign and national small- and medium-scale
enterprises.

113. The role of TNCs in entrepreneurial capacity development bas fluctuated with attitudinal perceptions
of the contribution of these multinational enterprises to the development of African countries. African Govern
ments would need to strengthen their negotiating capacity and skills to ensure that TNCs contribute significantly
to the development of national entrepreneurial capacities through a permutation of strategies such as subcontract
ing, technical training and utilizing the services of national entrepreneurs in the marketing of TNC products and
services.

114. Under South-Southarrangements African countries could collaborate with the newly industrialized coun
tries of the South. These countries include India, Brazil, Republic of Korea, Hong Kong, Taiwan Province of
China and Singapore. These countries have successfully established business relations with some African
countries.

115. Cooperation through joint ventures can achieve several objectives including financial objectives. Each
African country would need to design and formulate programmes of how to help national entrepreneurs to
bargain and to negotiate for the best possible advantages obtainable from joint ventures, preferably in manu
facturing and raw materials processing industries.

116. The role of bilateral and multilateral donors in the development of entrepreneurship capacities in Africa
should be of interest to African countries. Examples of donor-assisted national entrepreneurial efforts include
the SIDA Sister Industries Programme; the Norwegian aid agency (NORAD) and the German Agency for
Technical Cooperation (GTZ).

117. The United Nations System heads the list of multilateral organizations that are committed to the
development of entrepreneurship globally with emphasis on the requirements of the less developed countries.
Various United Nations bodies have launched programmes related to technology transfer.

VI. CONCLUSION

118. This document represents an effort to identify the main issues in and policy recommendations for build
ing entrepreneurial capacity in private and public enterprises in the the region to meet the challenges of long
term development and transformation. It has been noted that there are essentially three main aspects of entre
preneurial capacity: the investment side, the managerial side and "'supply side" factors in terms of supportive
policies, appropriate institutional frameworks, public infrastructure, and political stability.
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119. Aside from providing an overview of the state of entrepreneurial capacity and reviewing the main con
straints holding back entrepreneurship in the region, this document has been concerned to provide practical
insights and to propose policy measures, recommendations and the modalities for surmounting the constraints
on each of the three aspects of entrepreneurial capacity. Policy makers in government and African business
leaders can adapt these recommendations to their own specific circumstances. Africa's economic and social
advance rests squarely on the shoulders of Africans themselves, their governments and their entrepreneurs. This
is a truism which contains the foremost challenge in the economic development of Africa in the 1990s and
beyond.
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